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2017 Honda Civic EX-T
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Our Price $14,995
Specifications:

Year:  2017  

VIN:  2HGFC3B35HH354227  

Make:  Honda  

Stock:  P6912  

Model/Trim:  Civic EX-T  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  Coupe  

Exterior:  Modern Steel Metallic  

Engine:  1.5L Turbo I4 174hp 162ft. lbs.  

Interior:  Gray Cloth  

Transmission:  CVT  

Mileage:  108,910  

Drivetrain:  Front Wheel Drive  

Economy:  City 31 / Highway 40

Step into the world of exhilarating performance and undeniable comfort
with the award-winning 2017 Honda Civic EX-T, a masterpiece of
automotive engineering that's ready to redefine your driving experience.
With its sleek lines and sophisticated design, this vehicle isn't just a
mode of transportation; it's a statement of style and a testament to
Honda's commitment to excellence.

Let's begin with the heart of this machine: the robust 1.5L Turbo I4
engine, which delivers a thrilling 174 horsepower and 162 ft. lbs. of
torque. This powerplant ensures that every press of the accelerator is
met with responsive and lively performance, making every journey an
adventure. Paired with the seamless Continuously Variable
Transmission (CVT), you'll enjoy a smooth and efficient ride that
optimizes fuel economy without sacrificing an ounce of excitement.

Slide into the cabin and be greeted by the plush comfort of the gray
cloth interior, a perfect blend of sophistication and durability. The seats
cradle you in comfort, making even the longest drives feel like leisurely
cruises. The interior is not just about comfort; it's a carefully crafted
space that puts everything you need within easy reach, ensuring that
your focus remains on the joy of the drive.

The 2017 Honda Civic EX-T isn't just a pleasure to drive; it's also a
treasure trove of accolades. This vehicle has earned the prestigious title
of Edmunds's Most Wanted and topped the charts as one of Edmunds's
Top Recommended Coupes. Recognized for its exceptional design and
performance, it has also been honored in J.D. Power and Associates's
Automotive Performance, Execution and Layout (APEAL) Study as one
of the Top Models in its Segment.

But the awards don't stop there. Kelley Blue Book has showered the
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But the awards don't stop there. Kelley Blue Book has showered the
Civic EX-T with praise, naming it a Best Buy in both the Overall and
Small Car categories. It's also been celebrated as one of Kelley Blue
Book's 10 Most Awarded Cars of the Year, a testament to its all-around
excellence. And when it comes to value, the Civic EX-T shines bright,
having been recognized for its Best Resale Value in the Compact Car
category and as part of the Best Value Brand.

Every accolade is a promise of quality, a guarantee that this vehicle will
not only meet but exceed your expectations in every way. The 2017
Honda Civic EX-T is more than just a car; it's a trusted companion for all
of life's roads, offering a perfect blend of power, efficiency, and style.

Don't miss the opportunity to own a piece of automotive prestige. The
2017 Honda Civic EX-T is waiting for you, ready to embark on countless
journeys and create unforgettable memories. It's not just a car; it's your
ticket to a world of excitement and reliability. Drive home in this
celebrated champion today and experience the pinnacle of driving
pleasure. Your adventure awaits!
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Installed Options

Interior

- Air filtration - Front air conditioning: automatic climate control  

- Front air conditioning zones: dual  - Floor mat material: carpet - Floor mats: front 

- Capless fuel filler system - Cargo area light - Cruise control - Power outlet(s): 12V front  

- Power steering: variable/speed-proportional - Push-button start - Remote engine start 

- Steering wheel: tilt and telescopic  - Clock - Digital odometer - External temperature display

- Instrument cluster screen size: 7 in. - Multi-function display - Trip odometer 

- Driver seat: heated  - Front seat type: bucket  - Passenger seat: heated  

- Rear seat folding: split  - Rear seat type: 60-40 split bench  - Upholstery: cloth

Exterior

- Front bumper color: body-color - Grille color: black with chrome accents  

- Mirror color: body-color - Daytime running lights: LED - Front fog lights  - Taillights: LED 

- Side mirrors: heated  - Spare wheel type: steel  - Tire Pressure Monitoring System 

- Wheels: aluminum alloy - Front wipers: variable intermittent - Laminated glass: acoustic 

- Power windows: safety reverse  - Window defogger: rear
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